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Abstract: Pop culture in the Iranian people , a special place for the development of
information, knowledge and awareness of human and experience in this culture to
human becomes to travel in and around the world and of any nation and recognition
in his mind. With this in mind , in the last few years for hotels and hotel industry to
become real and rapid expansion of paramount and , in a way that , like any other
industrial product produced , so that the industrial product rules and criteria follows
profitability and market calculations. no doubt the impact of the transformation a
relative to improve the level of service in hotels of any kind and will be put on the
other hand, the quality of what architecture to decay, and what will it inside .
Accordingly , how important it is beyond that of the methods of so - called " fast and
rational " that can meet the demands , i. e. , and should not be a " very cheap, " but
rather to help co - ordinated and in accordance with the needs and organized in a
wide range of areas , which can be chain and similar repeated one location to another
with exaggerated similarities in the details of the space , i. e. , but not without an
identity , a space that can be a sense of belonging to it . Category that in this project
, the design of the hotel in the city limits with ( Green Design , respect nature, and
domestic extremism ). In these studies have been trying to after detailed knowledge
of passengers and their main intention , deficits and needs to space , an operationally
hotel and determining the type of favorable hotel in the current situation in the city
and eventually suitable location in the area , and then on the basis of nature -
oriented design patterns . Sampling of birth and growth : means birth , and this
shows that the most important characteristic of Nat root word inherent nature of
nature and permanent birth . so it is essential that the process of birth and the
principles and rules governing it . After the review of nature - oriented bases and
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creativity can design of the soul and benchmarking birth .
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